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John Osborne's Theatre of Cruelty and Sorrow burst onto the English stage in 1956. Look Back in Anger the film was adapted for the screen three years later by veteran writer and Quatermass producer Nigel Kneg and directed by Tony Richardson. It's now a cinema re-release, and perhaps what it reminded me of right now was Robert Hamer it always rained on Sunday. The film
always looks sunday and it's raining. The sheer choking of the post-war British Sabbath is the sadness which comes across here most immediately - its meteorology of despair. There's nothing to do, but feel useless and angry and husky but somehow insidiously disappointing read sunday newspapers. And the nastiness and casual racism of the 1950s exposed Britain here in a
way that most British cinemas notice was too tactful. Re-seen nearly 60 years on from its original release, what strikes you how conservative this movie feels, not how revolutionary. Some of the confrontations and negotiations are precisely that of the Rattiganesque genteel world that Wanted to put a bomb under Osborne. Maybe line readings are a bit arbitrary, just occasionally.
The film opens stage drama by placing several scenes at the local railway station, very clearly lending ideas from David Lean's brief encounter. The film version is an act that loses arrogant symmetry and acts three: one woman ironing humility, and then another — albeit on stage as on screen, the idea of two beautiful women gradually ushered in by a sexily bad-tempered animal
looks like a very unimagined male fantasy. But there's no doubt that Richard Burton gives some firepower to those famous rant speeches, arias of self-hate and anger that might otherwise be overly strident and wavering. He's Jimmy Porter, a bred malcontent who lives in a cramped attic flat with his upper-class wife Alison, a somewhat frozen mary ure played by. The third wheel is
played by his lodger, Cliff, candidly gary Raymond. He's Jimmy's friend and all the straight guy willing for Jimmy's self-admiring comedy routines and music hall gags. It's hardly telling that Cliff needs a kind of wife for Jimmy as well. As their desolate rainy Sunday stretches further, and Alison does cool ironing, her angry Jimmy with martyr's silence, their little room is the scene of
explosive and frustrating outbursts. The terrible truth is that mad about being a less social class than Jimmy Ellison, use a creepy upper-middle class phrase of the time, he minds about it. The slightly-rough frisson that once fired up their relationship is in decline. Jimmy accused Alison of snobbery as she has snobbishly assessed herself and found herself wanting. He's a university
graduate and now all he does in life is Run Cliff, a sweet stall with an intense humiliation. When Alison announces that her actress friend Helena (Claire Bloom) is coming to stay, Jimmy is understandably chippy and obnoxious, but the stage is set for something Kowalskian Heat. Burton is a bad piece of Jimmy's work, and what's still so subversive about him is his simple, endless,
directionless and almost over-motive rudeness: he's a hero to the social media trolling world of the 21st century. Jimmy isn't violent, but obsessive is troubling like self-harming anger. The film storms her to the local theater stage, where Helena is rehearsing her humble drawing room drama To Take Mickey Out. An unimaginable piece of pure ill-behavior despite what coincidentally
revealed Jimmy's not-so-secret jealousy to the world of show business success. He plays himself occasionally jazz trumpet at a local club, but discipline or concentration doesn't appear to make it anything more. The big success of Richardson's film version of Look Back in Anger is the amplification of Ma Tanner's figure, the cheerful woman who borrowed Jimmy's money to set up
his shop: he's played by Edith Evans. Evans' performance humanizes Jimmy Porter — and also humanizes Burton's performance. Jimmy loves the old lady like a mother, though, the boorish curmudgeon that she is, she can't help changing these tender and weak feelings in disdain for her wife, obtusely accusing her of being cold to Mrs Tanner. This relationship between Ma
Tanner and Jimmy is poignant and even tragic, gives a sympathy and depth to Porter that otherwise might not be there. 1 nominated for the Golden Globe. Another 1 win and 5 nominations. See more awards » More Edit Jimmy Porter is a loud, obnoxious man, rude and verbally abusive to his wife, Alison. Alison comes from an upper-class family that disgusts Jimmy and he also
berates Alison for being reserved and incomprehension. Jimmy is college educated, but works with a partner, Cliff Lewis, as a street vendor operating a candy stall. Cliff lives with Jimmy and Alison and is close friends with the two. When Jimmy pushes Ellison while he's on the ironing board he's burned. Alison goes to visit her doctor where it turns out she is pregnant. She asks him
if it is too late to do something about it but the doctor never immediately asks her to mention such an idea. When Jimmy leaves for work, Alison Cliff believes she's pregnant. She's horrified by Jimmy's reaction to the news, and hasn't told him. Jimmy is visited by his childhood nanny, Mrs. Tanner, whom Jimmy loves and calls mom. Alison tries to tell Jimmy of pregnancy, but is
disappointed when Jimmy insults her for being calm towards Mrs.. । Written by Anonymous Plot Summary. Add the synopsis Taglines: The story that peels bare the fiery feelings of today's angry younger generation! See more » Certificates: 16. See all certificates » Parents Guide: Add Content Advisor to Parents » Edit Ma Tanner's character was referenced only in the play, never
seen. For the movie version, she was brought to life swiftly by Edith Evans. See more » At 1hr: 21m:53s, Cliff Stanier catches the train drawn by Class 5 Locomotive 45027. wing Alison and Helena are sitting in the waiting room just after the train's departure but behind them you get a brief glimpse of 45027 going past the window. One estimate is that the engine was chartered for
the day. See more » Colonel Redfern: I think you take my dear after me, you like to sit on the fence. Its cozy and more peaceful. Alison Porter: Sitting on the fence - I married her wasn't I? See more » Music in pubs by Angela Morley (uncareya) music more » User reviews Edited release date: 26 February 1960 (West Germany) More » Also known: Pasión prohibida See more »
Elstree Studio, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, England, UK View More » Edit Budget: GBP250,000 (Estimated) Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $7,593 IMDbPro » See more at Woodfall Film Productions See more » Runtime: 98 minutes aspect ratio : 1.66: 1 View Full Technical Specs » All Critics (12) | Top Critics (2). Fresh (11). Rotten (1) See all critic reviews (12) Look back at the
rage begins in the attic flat apartment of Jimmy Porter and Alison Porter. The setting is the mid-1950s small town England. Jimmy and Alison share their apartment with Cliff Lewis, a young working-class man who is best friends with Jimmy. Cliff and Jimmy both come from a working-class background, though Jimmy has had more education than Cliff. They're in the business
running together a sweet stall. Alison comes from a more prominent family and it's clear from the start that Jimmy resents this fact. The first act opens sunday in April. Jimmy and Cliff are reading Sunday's papers while Alison is ironing in a corner of the room. Jimmy is a hot-natured young guy and he starts to try and provoke both Cliff and Alison. He is hostile to Cliff's working-class
background and makes fun of him for his low intelligence. Cliff is good-natured and takes opposition. Jimmy attempted to provoke his wife Alison by making fun of his family and his well-heeled life before marriage. Jimmy also seems to be displaying a nostalgia for England's powerful past. He notes that the world has entered a dreary American age, a fact he begrudgingly accepts.
Alison of Jimmy rants tires and begs for peace. This makes Jimmy more fever in his humiliation. Cliff attempts to maintain peace between the two and this leads to a playful scuffle between the two. His wrestling is underway in Ellison, causing him to fall down. Jimmy is sorry for the incident, but Alison leaves her room. After Jimmy's move, Alison believes Cliff is pregnant with
Jimmy's child, though she hasn't yet told Jimmy. Cliff advises him to tell, but when Cliff goes out and Jimmy enters the room again, the two fall into an intimate game instead. Jimmy impersonates a stuffed bear and Alison impersonates a toy squirrel. Cliff Returns told Alison that her old friend Helena Charles had called her over the phone. Alison leaves to take the call And with the
news that Helena is coming to stay for a trip. Jimmy doesn't like And one goes into anger in which he wants Alison to suffer to know what it means to be a real person. She curses him and wishes he could be a kid only to see it die. Two weeks later Helena has arrived and Alison discusses her relationship with Jimmy. She tells how they met and how, in their younger days, they
used to crash parties with their friend Hugh Tanner. Jimmy maintains an affection for Hugh's mother, although his relationship with Hugh was strained when Hugh left to travel the world and stayed to live with Jimmy Ellison. Jimmy seems to regret that he couldn't leave, but he's also angry at Hugh for leaving his mother. Helena inquires about Alison's affectionate relationship with
Cliff and Alison tells her they are Strictly friends. Cliff and Jimmy return to the flat and Helena tells them that she and Alison are leaving for church. Jimmy goes into an anti-religious rant and ends insulting Alison's family once again. Helena gets angry and Jimmy dares to slap her in the face, warning her that she would slap her back. He tells her how he saw his father die as a
young man. His father was injured fighting in the Spanish Civil War and returned to England to die shortly afterwards. Alison and Helena begin to leave for church and Jimmy seems betrayed by his wife. A phone call for Jimmy arrives and he leaves the room. Helena tells Alison that she has called Alison's father to come to get him and take her away from this abusive home. Alison
relents and says she'll go when her father picks her up the next day. When Jimmy returns, he tells Alison that Mrs Tanner, Hugh's mother, has become ill and is about to die. Jimmy decides to meet her and he demands that Alison make the choice to go with Helena or with her. Alison picks up her things and leaves for church and Jimmy falls to bed, heartbroken by his wife's
decision. The next evening Alison is packing up and talking with her father, Colonel Redfern. The colonel is a soft-spoken man who suggests he doesn't quite understand the love that exists between Jimmy and Alison. He admits that his and his wife's actions are partly to blame for their split. The colonel was an officer in the British Army and served in India and he is indifferent to
his time there. He considers his service to be some of the best years of his life. Alison believes her father is hurt because the present is not the past and Jimmy is hurt because he feels the present is only past. Alison starts to pack her toy squirrel, but then she decides not to do so. Helena and Cliff soon enter the scene. Alison leaves a letter to Jimmy explaining why he left and he
gives it to Cliff. After Alison leaves, Cliff gets angry and gives letters to Helena, blaming her for the situation. Jimmy returns, bewildered that he almost col. Redfern Was struck by and he pretended not to see Cliff see him when he was walking down the street. Alison's letter reads and gets very angry. Helena tells her that Alison is pregnant, but Jimmy tells her she doesn't care. He
insults Helena and he slaps her, then passionately kisses her. Several months pass and the third act opens with Jimmy and Cliff once again reading Sunday papers while Helena stands in the corner ironing. Jimmy and Cliff still engage in their angry banter and Helena's religious tendencies have taken the brunt of Jimmy's conviction. Jimmy and Cliff perform scenes from musical
and comedy shows but when Helena leaves, Cliff notes that things don't feel the same with her here. Cliff then tells Jimmy he wants to move out of the apartment. Jimmy takes the news calmly and tells him he has been a loyal friend and is worth more than any woman. When Helena returns, the trio plan to go out. Alison enters suddenly. Alison and Helena talk while Jimmy leaves
the room. He starts playing his trumpet loudly. Alison lost her baby and looks sick. Helena tells Alison that she should be angry for what she has done, but Alison is just saddened by the loss of her child. Helena is playing Jimmy's trumpet and demanding that she be driven to distraction by coming into the room. When he comes back, he laments the fact that Alison has lost the
baby, but has stopped it. Helena then tells Jimmy and Alison that her sense of morality — right and wrong — is no less and she knows she should leave. Alison attempts to persuade her to stay, telling her that Jimmy will be alone if he leaves. When Helena leaves, Jimmy tries to get angry once again but Alison tells her that she has now gone through the emotional and physical
anguish that she always wanted to feel him. She realizes that she has suffered a lot, has become like her, and gets softer and more tender towards her. The game ends with Jimmy and Alison embracing, once again playing their game of bears and squirrels. Squirrel.
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